
The Effortless Leader Revolution
9 WAYS TO MANAGE YOUR IMPOSTER 

1. Identify when it appears – with whom and in what situations.  

2. Get to know your impostor intimately (give it a voice or name;  draw an

image or describe how you feel in your body when the impostor is with you). 

3. Identify what you do/don’t do when it appears. 

4. PRESS THE PAUSE BUTTON…… 

5. Identify ONE SITUATION (coming up this week) where you’d like your

Impostor to disappear. 

6. Go back to (2) and see if you can find a more helpful voice, name, mantra,

image or feeling.   Say it, draw it or write it down. 

7. Go back to (3).  Identify what you would like to do instead. (Speak up? Be

more grounded?) 

8. Take that first step.  Go do it. 

9. Notice what happened and what you can do next time. 

The original Impostor Syndrome definition: 
‘Despite external evidence of their competence, those exhibiting the

(IMPOSTOR) syndrome remain convinced that they are frauds and do not

deserve the success they have achieved.  Proof of success is dismissed as

luck, timing, or as a result of deceiving others into thinking they are more

intelligent and competent than they believe themselves to be.’  Pauline R.

 Clance and Suzanne A.Imes 1978. 
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Example: 

1. My impostor appears when I am with people who are more intellectually
and academically ‘clever’ than me and had a ‘better’ education –
specifically the monthly Board Meeting. 

2. My voice says ‘you’re not worthy’ and ‘they’ll win with their clever words.’ 

3. I appease and defer. 

PAUSE BUTTON 

5. I’ve got a meeting with the Board this week.  I’d like my Impostor to take a
hike. 

6. My ‘new’ voice says ‘I have something different to offer which this
organisation needs and I can help them understand what this is and why it
will make a big difference.  My track record speaks for itself’.  I’ll channel my
inner Amazon (female warrior). 

7. Instead of appeasing and deferring, I’ll write down some key bullet points
using powerful language to get me started on the topics on the agenda this
week.  I’ll practise saying them clearly and with energy – like an Amazon! 
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